Storage Cabinets

Storage Cabinets
Are Not All Created
Equally
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If you thought storage cabinets
were all the same, think again.

Adjustable Shelves
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Chrome Handles

Attractive polished chrome handles (standard
cabinets) or brushed chrome handles (deluxe
cabinets) lock doors securely and allow easy
opening and closing with a single turn.

Tennsco storage cabinets
offer a real difference. Whether
your application involves office,
industrial or general storage,
Shelves adjust in 2" increments without tools.
Integrated shelf support tabs secure shelves tightly
to cabinet without clips or added parts which adds
rigidity and prevents small items from falling over
edge or rear of shelf.

you’ll be impressed by Tennsco
Storage Cabinets in their quality
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construction, good looks and
long term performance.
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Select from the following types
of Storage Cabinets:
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• Standard Storage Cabinets
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• Deluxe Storage Cabinets
• Jumbo Storage Cabinets
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• C-Thru Storage Cabinets

Reinforced Doors
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Each door* incorporates an extra wide
reinforcement that is welded for added strength
and stability.
*Except C-Thru

• Specialty Storage Cabinets

Cabinet Bases use “box” construction for added
overall stiffness. The raised base also keeps
materials out of harm's way from cleaning liquids.

And, Tennsco's powder-coated
paints, which emit no off gases,
coordinate with any work
environment while offering a
long lasting attractive finish. (See
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back cover for representation of

Three-Point Locking

Just compare the standard
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High Security

Standard or high-security locks are available.
Keying options include standard keying, master
keying (one key fits all storage cabinets) or singlekey (allows all of your Tennsco products* to be
opened by one key).

available colors and to learn more
about our indoor certification.)

Raised Base
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features that all Tennsco Storage
Just turn the handle and doors lock at three points
for maximum security. Nylon guides help make
operation quiet.

cabinets offer.

Options

Options
*Excludes Tennsco Glass Door Bookcases.
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Fully Assembled or Ready-to-Assemble
While fully assembled cabinets arrive
ready to use, most of our cabinets can
also be ordered ready-to-assemble – a
great way to save money. All you'll need
is a flathead screwdriver, hammer, and an
included nut driver.

Recessed Handle
Optional recessed handles for
selected models of Standard and
Deluxe cabinets offer easy access
with-out obstructions protruding
into narrow aisle ways.

Caster Kit
Add mobility to Standard, Deluxe,
and Jumbo (24" deep only) cabinets.
Perfect for offices and other areas
where materials need to be secured yet
accessible at different locations. Adds
6¾" to cabinet height.

Wood Laminate Top
Self-edged laminate top adds a work
surface and provides a polished, finished
look. Available in Sable Oak.
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Storage Cabinets for Office & Industrial Applications
Storage Cabinet

Wardrobe Cabinet

Combination Cabinet

Counter Height Cabinet

Available Types:
• Deluxe (pg.6)
• Jumbo (pg.8)
• Standard (pg.12)
• C-Thru (pg.14)

Desk Height Cabinet

Available Types:
• Deluxe (pg.6)
• Jumbo (pg.8)
• Standard (pg.12)
• C-Thru (pg.14)

Available Types:
• Deluxe (pg.6)
• Standard (pg.12)
• C-Thru (pg.14)

Available Types:
• Deluxe (pg.6)
• Jumbo (pg.8)
• Standard (pg.12)
• C-Thru (pg.14)

Available Types:
• Jumbo (pg.8)
• Standard (pg.12)

Select the cabinet that meets your needs.
Deluxe Storage Cabinets
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Jumbo Storage Cabinets

Standard Storage Cabinets

Our Deluxe Series Storage Cabinets have set the standard
for quality, convenience and performance for over thirty
years. Premium quality steel throughout and 16 Gauge door
frame construction combined with four knuckle-hinges
make these the most rugged cabinets of their kind.

Jumbo Storage Cabinets are ideal when
you need extra capacity for those “big”
storage problems. Our specially engineered
shelves utilize box-formed construction to
accommodate heavy loads even with the extra
wide shelf span.

Our standard Series Cabinets offer many special
features of the Deluxe, including heavy-duty
construction, three-point door locking mechanism,
raised bottom and built-in shelf support tabs. All at an
exceptional value. It’s the perfect choice for office or
industrial applications.

Deluxe Features:
• Adjustable Shelves
• Knuckle-Hinges
• Three-Point Locking
• Built-in Shelf Support
• Size Options
• Reinforced Doors
• Two Brushed Chrome Handles
• Raised Base
• Two Adjustable Levelers
• Ventilation Louvers in back
• Heavy Gauge Steel

Jumbo Features:
• Adjustable Shelves
• Leaf-Hinges
• Three-Point Locking
• Built-in Shelf Support
• Size Options
• Reinforced Doors
• Two Brushed Chrome Handles
• Raised Base
• Two Adjustable Levelers
• Heavy Gauge Steel

Standard Features:
• Adjustable Shelves
• Three Leaf-Hinges Per Door
• Three-Point Locking
• Built-in Shelf Support
• Size Options
• Reinforced Doors
• Chrome Handle
• Raised Base

C-Thru Storage Cabinets
In today's security conscious environment,
the need to know the contents of cabinets
may be important. Tennsco's C-Thru
Cabinet allows visual inspection and
scrutiny without opening the cabinet.
Available in Deluxe,
Standard, and Jumbo
versions.
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Deluxe Storage
Cabinets
Our Premium
Storage Cabinet
Tennsco Deluxe Storage

Deluxe Storage Cabinet

Deluxe Wardrobe Cabinet

Deluxe Combination Cabinet

Size Options

Cabinets set the standard
for quality, convenience and
performance for over 30 years.
Deluxe cabinets can be used
anywhere and stand up to
a lifetime of heavy use. This
cabinet uses heavy gauge steel
throughout and 16 gauge
steel for the door frame. The
combination makes this cabinet
a clear winner over lighter
duty products. Choose from
assembled or unassembled
versions.

Adjustable Levelers & Knuckle Hinges

Two adjustable levelers compensate for uneven floors.
For secure and smooth operation, Deluxe cabinets use
four knuckle-hinges on each 78" high cabinet door
and two on 42" high doors.

Double Handles

Louvered Back Panel

Select from two depths; 18" or 24" deep and two
heights; 42" and 78" high units. All units 36" wide.
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Two brushed chrome handles, with one that locks both
doors, make door opening and closing easy.

Louvered back panel provides cabinet ventilation
by allowing air circulation.
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Jumbo Storage
Cabinets
Our Largest Storage
Cabinets offering
48" Wide Capacity
Need extra capacity for those
“big” storage problems?
Tennsco's 48" wide x 78" high
cabinet provides 33% more
storage space than a normal 36"
wide cabinet.
Our specially engineered
shelves utilize box formed
construction to accommodate
heavy loads, even with the extra
wide shelf span. Each extra wide
door rides on four heavy-duty
leaf-hinges while a three-point
locking system ensures secure
storage for even the bulkiest
materials. Integrated levelers
keep the unit level on uneven
floors. Choose from assembled or
unassembled versions.
This cabinet combines welded
box-formed shelves, which are
securely attached to a heavy
gauge steel housing by six shelf
tabs making this cabinet a clear
winner over inferior offerings.

Double Handles

Two brushed chrome handles,
with one that locks both doors,
make opening and closing of the
dual swing-out doors easy.
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Levelers

Raised Base

Two adjustable levelers
compensate for uneven floors and
keep the doors properly aligned.

Cabinet bases utilize “box” construction
to prevent racking while allowing easy
access to the bottom shelf.
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Jumbo Combination Storage Cabinet

30" High Jumbo Storage Cabinet

Sliding Door Jumbo Storage Cabinet

The Jumbo 48" Combination Storage Cabinet model offers a
wide variety of storage options.

Box-Formed Shelves

Adjustable cabinet shelves are
engineered with welded boxformed construction and lapped
and welded corners. Shelves
attach to the cabinet in six
locations to allow up to 400 lbs.
of weight per shelf.
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42" High Jumbo Storage Cabinet

C-Thru Jumbo Cabinet

Options

Reinforced Doors

Cabinet doors are constructed
with reinforcement panels to
accommodate the larger 48" width.

Casters and Handle Options
Add mobility to your 42"h Jumbo cabinet with
an optional caster kit and optional handle.

Sliding Doors is the perfect solution for restricted
space areas such as hallways and add only 3½" depth
to cabinet.

Jumbo Cabinets are offered with C-Thru door options;
refer to pages 14-17 to learn more.
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Standard Storage
Cabinets
Our Most
Economical Storage
Cabinet

Standard Storage Cabinet

Standard Wardrobe Cabinet

Standard Combination Cabinet

Size Options

Tennsco Standard Storage
Cabinets offer the best features
of our Deluxe cabinet, including
quality construction at a slightly
lighter gauge, three-point door
locking mechanism, raised base
and built-in shelf support tabs.
All at an exceptional value.
Choose from assembled or
unassembled versions.

Leaf Hinges

Dual swing-out doors ride on heavy-duty leaf-hinges.
Larger size cabinets use three hinges to assure
doors stay aligned.

Value & Quality Combined

Tennsco’s Standard cabinets are built with
premium quality steel and reinforced doors for
long term performance at an attractive price.
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Chrome Handle

Attractive polished chrome handle with lock
activates the cabinet’s three-point locking system
for added security.

Select from two depths; 18" or 24" deep and three
heights; 30", 42" and 72" high units. All units 36" wide.
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C-Thru Storage
Cabinets
Our Security
Conscious Storage
Cabinet
C-Thru Storage Cabinets are
the perfect solution for viewing
contents of cabinets without
violating people’s privacy in
schools, industrial applications,
airports, prisons and more where
concealed belongings need to be
scrutinized.
C-Thru door options are
available for most Tennsco
Storage Cabinets including
wardrobe cabinets, combination
cabinets, counter height cabinets
and more. You'll find the C-Thru
option convenient for locating
materials while meeting your
security needs.

Visual Door Panels

Clear acrylic door panels offer visibility to stored
contents without the need to open the cabinet.
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Available In Standard, Deluxe & Jumbo

C-Thru Storage Cabinets can be ordered with either
Standard, Deluxe or Jumbo cabinet features. (See pages
3 thru 5 for more information.)
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C-Thru Storage Cabinet

C-Thru Wardrobe Cabinet

C-Thru Jumbo Cabinet

C-Thru Combination Cabinet

C-Thru Counter Height Cabinet

C-Thru Counter Height Jumbo Cabinet
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Specialty Cabinets
Our Unique
Application
Cabinets
Tennsco's Specialty Storage
Cabinets combine alternative
storage elements together to
create unique cabinets designed

Now you can fuse components and documents in
one unit. Our Storage/File Drawer Cabinet offers
ample space for applications that have unique
storage needs. Locks on cabinet and drawer are
keyed the same for easy and safe security.

72" High Combination Bookcase/Storage Cabinet
1.
1

to fit the ever changing needs
of business, healthcare, and

2. Deep Shelf Space
Our 18" deep shelves provide ample room
for holding large books and manuals.
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42" High File Drawer Storage Cabinet

Easy Access Shelves
Locking tabs are spaced evenly
allowing for easy adjustability.

manufacturing facilities.

3. Reinforced Doors
Each door incorporates an extra wide
reinforcement stiffener that is welded
for added strength and stability.

You’ll enjoy all of the
standard features of our
cabinets including adjustable
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shelves, reinforced doors,
recessed handles, raised bases,
and three-point locking.
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4. Three-Point Locking
Just turn the handle and doors lock at
three points for maximum security. Nylon
guides help make operation quiet.

Safely Store Items in Lower
Cabinet or Exposed Shelves
Now you have a choice
with Tennsco's Welded
Combination Bookcase/
Storage Cabinets.
Choose to place
valuable materials in
the lower cabinet that
can be locked or place
everyday materials at
your fingertips using
the upper shelves of the
bookcase.

66" High Storage Cabinet
with Pull Out File Drawer
72" High Two File Drawer
Storage Cabinet
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Recessed Handle

Optional recessed handle offer
access without obstructions
protruding into narrow aisle ways.

Adjustable Shelves

Shelves adjust vertically in 25⁄64" increments
to accommodate materials of any size.
Shelves can also be adjusted on 121⁄2"
centers which are clearly identified ...
perfect for binders.

Note: Casters are not available on units with pull out drawers.
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Specialty Cabinets
Our Unique Application Cabinets
72" High Laptop Charging Station

60" and 66" High Storage Cabinets
66" High Combination Storage Cabinet

Our Laptop Charging Station is the ideal
solution for charging multiple laptops
in one convenient cabinet. Both sized
cabinets feature perforated doors which
allow heat to dissipate, providing a safe
environment.

When your application presents height
restrictions, our new 60" and 66" high
cabinets are the perfect fit! Both storage
cabinets are available 36" wide and 18"
and 24" deep. Choose from either our
combination or standard cabinet, both
feature heavy gauged steel throughout,
for years of use.

Electrical Power

66" High Storage Cabinet

Choose from either our 72" high unit
which features 32 outlets or our 42"
high unit which features 16 outlets. Both
electrical power strips feature a power
switch and a 15 amp circuit breaker
with a reset button.

42" High Laptop Charging Station

Reference Shelf

60" High Storage Cabinet

Create an instant workspace with our pullout reference shelf; only available on our
72" high cabinet.
Adding mobility allows the cabinet to be
where you need to be; available on both
our 42" and 72" high cabinets.
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78" High Storage Cabinet for Bin Box Storage
Ideal for small component storage, our
Storage Cabinet with bin rails allows you
to attach bin boxes to keep your inventory
organized and out of sight. The cabinet
at 78" high is large enough and tough
enough to hold an assortment of different
sized bin boxes. Only available fully
assembled.

Bin Attachment Rail

Storage Cabinets with Perforated Doors
78" High Perforated Jumbo Cabinet

Tennsco Storage Cabinets
with Perforated Doors provide
visibility and ventilation. They
are perfect for applications
where personal belongings need
to be securely locked but vented.
Perforated Doors are available
on our 72" high standard
storage cabinets and our 78"
high jumbo cabinets.

72" High Perforated
Cabinet

Compartmentalize your items with the use
of bins. Bins rails accommodate plastic or
metal bins.

Adjustability

Bin rails adjust on 2" centers, providing
flexibility to store a variety of bin heights.
Bin rails are connected with a snap-in rivet
design, so no tools are needed.
Bin boxes are not provided or sold by Tennsco.
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All Tennsco’s Storage Cabinets are electrostatically painted
with a tough, long lasting powder finish to ensure years of
lasting beauty. Choose from five standard finishes.
Standard Colors

Sand (214) Champagne/
Putty (216)

Light
Grey (53)

Medium
Grey (2)

Black (3)

Finishes shown above are representative of the actual
finishes. Please contact your local Tennsco dealer for more
precise color swatches.

A WORD ABOUT TENNSCO
Tennsco Corp., headquartered in Dickson, Tennessee, began
operations in 1962. Today, Tennsco is an industry leader with
over 1.6 million square feet in eight facilities. Tennsco offers
a wide variety of storage and filing systems, steel office
furniture, industrial and institutional shelving, lockers and
shop equipment.
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCTS
Tennsco steel products are certified SCS
Indoor Advantage Gold for indoor air
quality and low VOC emissions.
Tennsco products allow our customers to
apply for LEED™ credits as described below:
a. MR Credit 4.1 and 4.2 – Recycled Content
b. MR Credit 5.1 – Manufactured Regionally
c. MR Credit 5.2 – Extracted and Manufactured Regionally
d. EQ Credit 4.2 – Low Emitting Materials, Paints

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 1888, Dickson, TN 37056-1888

Shipping Address: 201 Tennsco Drive, Dickson, TN 37055

Customer Service: (866) 446-8686 • Fax: (866) 445-7260 | Ordering Fax: (866) 864-4796 | www.tennsco.com • info@tennsco.com
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